The Science of Beauty is a dynamic STEM initiative fueled by STEMXPOSURE and Fly Girl Approved. Our mission is to introduce African American girls, ages 14-17, to the array of STEM opportunities within the beauty industry.

We guide our students on an exciting journey of discovery, showcasing the intersection of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in the world of beauty.

**SUMMER CAMP**

The Science of Beauty is a dynamic STEM initiative fueled by STEMXPOSURE and Fly Girl Approved. Our mission is to introduce African American girls, ages 14-17, to the array of STEM opportunities within the beauty industry.

We guide our students on an exciting journey of discovery, showcasing the intersection of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in the world of beauty.

Registration starts Apr 15th

**JUNE 10-14**

**SPELMAN COLLEGE**

350 SPelman LN, SW
Atlanta, GA 30314

A Choice to Change the World

**CONTACT US**

AGES 14-17

TSOB@STEMXPOSURE.ORG

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
WWW.STEMXPOSURE.COM